
Sutton and Wandle Valley Ramblers  

WALK CANCELLATION AND SUBSTITUTION ARRANGEMENTS (Substitution arrangements 

where original leader is ill or unable to lead walk)   

(1) If you intend to cancel a walk (or event) email Jenny as usual but COPY TO ME (Roger 

roger.sugden@icloud.com) and include any details about bookings of pubs etc  

(2) I will assess whether a substitute is possible and copy my thoughts to a special list of leaders 

who have volunteered as possible substitutes. Frequently I will be the substitute leader myself 

but if I can't I will be asking for a volunteer. If I am not around I will forward the email 

immediately to the same group again seeking a volunteer.  

(3) If there is a substitute leader available, he or she will quickly plan a substitute walk/event.  

Ideally (if a walk) it will be of the same length or slightly shorter and be in the same general 

area. The best will be if you do a walk from the same meeting point and at the same time, using 

the same lunch arrangements (and the same route if e.g. a .gpx file is available!) but this is not 

necessary. An off the shelf walk perhaps is better than no substitute! A recce if necessary could 

be done on the Sunday prior to Jenny's email on Monday morning.  

(4) Once the details are known the substitute will email Jenny (COPY TO ME) to forward in time 

for her email to all connected members. (If the details about meeting point etc at the same this 

deadline is not necessary but the original leader may have to forward calls etc.) Peter will amend 

the webpage.  

(5) If Jenny does not hear from the substitute leader by Sunday she will cancel the walk via her 

email in the usual way.  

Remarks  

A last minute substitution may still be possible if you email and telephone me (07719  

233269) but you may have a suitable friend who can take over (you do not have to go through me in 

this instance).  

If the reason for cancellation is e.g. a train strike it may not be possible to have a similar 

walk substitution or indeed any public transport at all, though I am good on buses!  

PLEASE REPLY TO ME ASAP IF YOU WISH TO VOLUNTEER FOR MY SPECIAL LIST 

AND THANKS IN ADVANCE!  



ROGER  3/12/2016 email to leaders roger.sugden@icloud.com  

Background emails:  

Hi Roger  

Thanks. Ideally Jenny's update would inform the Group of a cancellation and any substitute walk 

that has been changed at the same time. I would have thought that a leader needing to cancel a walk 

would email you (for action) and Jenny (for information) as early as possible.  

Do you have in mind that the same walk would be offered in which case the replacement leader 

would need to know the walk (unlikely) or would a substitute walk be ok. Most leaders have 

walks they could offer at (very) short notice. I assume though it would need to be similar to the 

cancelled walk re length etc. You seem prepared to take the major burden. Why can't you email 

all leaders about this proposed arrangement (whatever process is used all leaders should be aware 

of it anyway) and ask which leaders are prepared to offer themselves. When a substitute leader is 

required, these leaders can all be asked.  

Peter  

Yes I was vaguely aware that Sue when coordinating had people in mind but I was not one of them 

and it was not publicised. I am willing to act as a backup myself but am making no promises that 

every walk about to be cancelled will get a substitute leader. I need to talk to a number of possible 

substitutors who might be prepared to do this in case I can't. I don't like to interrupt the process by 

which leaders tell Jenny of an impending cancellation as it works so well but if they inform her 

early enough I can put wheels in motion. Better than them informing me first I think as long as they 

don't delay it simply because they know she sends it typically on a Monday  

Hi Roger  

Following on from the brief chat on Saturday. I am not clear what you have in mind.  

Ian at the meeting said that we used to have a number of leaders who could cover cancelled walks 

but I was not aware there was such an arrangement. Anyway the important thing is what we do 

now. Thanks  

Peter  


